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This paper aims to investigate the shape design of floating offshore wind turbines (FOWTs) of the 5MW class both
numerically and experimentally. The shape design structure should be considered in order to increase the operable water depth
by having a draft shorter than the typical spar structure and a more cost-effective construction. A series of parametric studies
of FOWTs has been carried out by numerical analysis using a higher-order boundary element method (HOBEM) in the
frequency domain. In the parametric studies, the wind turbine platform with a truss spar shape and a large damping structure
was found to have the smallest motion and acceleration responses in waves. The numerical results for the selected shape design
of FOWTs were validated by model test data on motion responses and acceleration at the nacelle responses in several regular
and irregular waves. The results of the proposed model structure have been compared with the results of a spar-type structure
of the same class, the 5MW OC3-Hywind. Finally, shape designs of FOWTs that improve global performance and technical
feasibility are also discussed.

INTRODUCTION
Various renewable energy resources such as solar, tidal, wave,
and wind have been developed and utilized commercially worldwide
because of their environmental friendliness, zero CO2 emissions,
and lack of noise and air pollutants. In particular, wind energy
has been adopted and harnessed widely in EU countries such as
the UK, Germany, Spain, and Denmark. These countries plan to
supply more than 10% of their total required electric power by
using wind energy (van Steen, 2012). The floating offshore wind
turbines (FOWTs) are expected to become more popular because of
the high quality of offshore wind resources and the environmental
friendliness of FOWTs, which do not obstruct views and create
unwanted noise, unlike wind turbines on land and onshore.
There are three basic types of floating wind turbine structures:
spar, semi-submersible, and TLP (Tension Leg Platform). Hybrid
systems use a combination of these three design types (Robertson
et al., 2011). The “Hywind” spar buoy, a 2.3MW class full-scale
FOWT designed by Statoil, has been operated in real seas since 2009
(Hanson et al., 2011). A spar type, the “OC3-Hywind,” and a semisubmersible type, the “WindFloat,” have been studied as 5MW class
FOWTs by NREL and Principal Power, Inc., respectively (Jonkman
et al., 2010; Roddier et al., 2010). The spar-type structure has
good heave motion performance because of low natural frequencies
outside of wave periods and because of its reduced wave exciting
force due to its deep draft and small water plane area; however, it
has water depth limitations of installation because of its deep draft.
The TLP also has good heave and rotational motion performance
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due to its high stiff mooring system and excess buoyancy, but
it is an expensive solution due to the complexity of its mooring
installation and its high cost. Moreover, the tendon pretension
change and structural vibrations due to coupling with the wind
turbine is another problem to be considered.
Recently, a few time domain simulations, including the coupling
effect between the aerodynamics of the wind turbine and platform
motion, have been studied (Jonkman et al., 2010; Robertson et
al., 2011; Myhr et al., 2011). The integrated model tests, which
considered the coupling effect between the aerodynamics of the
wind turbine and platform, have also been conducted (Koo et al.,
2012; Martin et al., 2012). It is widely recognized that the coupled
behavior involving the aero-hydro-servo-elastic effect of the floating
offshore wind turbine platform is important in assessing the power
generation efficiency. In the initial design stage of the FOWT,
however, the type of floating base of the wind turbine is chosen,
because the global performance of the floater governs the overall
efficiency of the FOWT, i.e., not only the power generation
efficiency, but also the safety and operational effectiveness. Since
the spar type of FOWT has a limited application in terms of water
depth because of its inherent deep draft, it is worthy to devise a
modified spar-type floater with a shorter draft, which is capable
of an equivalent global performance with a conventional spar
platform. An example of this type of floater is the OC3-Hywind,
which provides more economical solutions for the construction and
installation. Hong et al. (2012a, 2012b) studied the design of such
a floater for the application of simple box-shaped floaters with
large damping plates in shallow water depths.
In the present paper, a series of parametric studies of the shape
design of 5MW class FOWTs is conducted in order to widen the
operable water depth by having a draft shorter than that of the typical
spar and a more cost-effective construction, which uses concrete,
steel, and other materials. The parametric studies are conducted by
numerical analysis using a higher-order boundary element method
(HOBEM), which is known to provide very reliable and accurate
results for complex-shaped structures, such as thin plate structures
employed for damping devices (Nam et al., 2014). In the parametric
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studies, a wind turbine platform with a truss spar shape and a large
damping structure is found to have a global performance equivalent
to that of a conventional deep draft spar structure. The numerical
results for the selected shape design of FOWTs are validated by a
series of numerical convergence tests and model test data. Through
a series of model tests conducted at the ocean engineering basin at
KRISO (Korea Research Institute of Ships and Ocean Engineering),
the motion responses and acceleration at the nacelle responses are
compared and validated for regular and irregular wave conditions.
Moreover, the global performance of the model structure is also
compared with the global performance of a spar-type structure of
the same class, the 5MW OC3-Hywind. Finally, shape designs of
FOWTs that improve global motion performance and technical
feasibility are also discussed.

DESIGN CONCEPT
In order to design a 5MW class FOWT satisfying both technical
and economical design requirements, a simple structure with a
draft shorter than that of the OC3-Hywind was considered for its
low construction cost but comparable global performance.
The stability of the shape design of FOWTs was considered by
referring to the typical characteristics of the wind turbine, tower,
and nacelle of the 5MW class OC3-Hywind (Jonkman et al., 2010).
Roddier et al. (2010) provided the typical turbine thrust loading
on the tower at about 760 kN at wind speed of 12 m/s. Since the
general stability criteria of FOWTs have not been provided, it was
assumed that the static tilting angle at the rated wind speed should
be less than 10 degrees.
According to the International Towing Tank Conference (ITTC)
wave energy spectra for varying sea states (shown in Fig. 1), the
natural frequency of FOWTs should be less than 0.4 rad/s within
the operation limit of sea state 6, with a significant wave height
of 5.0 meters and a modal period of 12.4 seconds. For the shape
design of FOWTs, two restrictions were considered: draft and
displacement. The target draft should not be deeper than 60 meters
for application in water depth less than 100 meters. For better
economical construction, the displacement should be smaller than
the approximate volume of 8,000 m3 of the OC3-Hywind.
Figure 2 and Table 1 show the design concepts and main particulars of the floating wind turbine platform shapes, respectively.
The type-0 structure is the OC3-Hywind as a reference structure,
while the type-I, type-II, and type-III structures show different

Fig. 2 Floater shape concepts of FOWTs

Type

Displacement
[m3 ]

Body

Diameter or
breadth [m]

Height
[m]

GMt
[m]

0

8,074

#1

6.9/9.4

120.0

20.0

5,100

#1
#2
#3
#4

16.0
22.0
22.0
24.2

6.0
41.0
0.5
3.0

6.3

#1
#2
#3

10.0/14.0
—
21.8

37.0
10.0
3.0

5.5

#1
#2
#3

8.0/14.0
—
20.0

44.0
9.6
3.0

6.0

I

7,000
II
7,000
III
Table 1

Main particulars of FOWTs for parametric study

concepts for the floater shape. The type-I structure with a displacement of 5,100 m3 has a box floater and a few pitch and heave
damping plates to provide additional mass and damping. Both the
type-II and type-III structures present platforms that have a truss
spar structure with a 7,000-m3 displacement in order to get better
motion response than the type-I structure. The type-II structure
with a 50-m draft has a square damping structure for ballasting
and for additional mass and damping effect. The type-III structure,
the hull structure, has an increased draft of 56.6 m but a smaller
water plane area. The damping plate is circular shaped with a
smaller area than the rectangular plate of the type-II structure. The
designed GMt (transverse metacentric height) ranges from 5 to 6 m
to meet the design requirement of stability.

NUMERICAL ANALYSIS

Fig. 1 ITTC wave spectra for varying sea states

A series of numerical analyses was carried out by using an
in-house code adopting the 9-node higher-order boundary element
method (HOBEM) to assess motions at the center of gravity
and accelerations at the nacelle of FOWTs. Details of HOBEM
regarding its excellent convergence and accuracy in cases with
complicated geometries and interaction of multiple bodies can be
found in Choi and Hong (2002) and Hong et al. (2012a).
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MODEL TEST

Fig. 3 Comparison of vertical motion and acceleration RAOs

Figure 3 compares the vertical motion and acceleration Response
Amplitude Operators (RAOs) in a head sea condition for the four
floating wind turbine platforms. The heave resonance frequency of
0.2 rad/s was obtained, except for the type-I structure that had a
resonance of 0.35 rad/s due to a smaller displacement and a larger
water plane area. The pitch resonance frequencies were almost
the same (0.2 rad/s). The type-I structure showed the largest pitch
response, while the type-0 structure showed the smallest pitch
response. The type-III structure showed a response comparable to
the type-0 structure.
Figure 4 compares the motion and acceleration responses in
varying sea states. The type-I structure had the largest heave
responses due to the relatively high heave resonance of 0.35 rad/s,
which is near to the wave frequency region of sea state 6. In
general, the type-III structure had a slightly higher response, due
to noticeably reduced draft over the operating range, than the
type-0 structure, the OC3-Hywind. But the overall level of motion
response was comparable to type-0, and the absolute value was
small. Therefore, the type-III structure was selected as the target
design model from the parametric studies.

In the numerical analysis for several floating wind turbine
structures, three types of floating wind turbine platforms, the
type-0, type-I, and type-III models, were chosen for experimental
comparative study. A series of model tests was conducted at the
ocean engineering basin at KRISO to validate the numerical results
of the motion and acceleration responses. Details of the first model
tests for the type-0 and type-I structures with 1/45 scale ratio can be
found in Hong et al. (2012b). At the same ocean engineering basin,
the second model tests for the type-III structure were conducted in
1/30 scaled-up models to reduce the viscous damping effect as
much as possible.
The model tests were carried out in regular waves and white
noise spectrum, with the wave period ranging from 5 to 25 seconds
to obtain the motion RAOs. An irregular wave was conducted for
the operational condition (SP1, ITTC spectrum, significant wave
height (Hs ) of 2.4 meters, and modal period (Tp ) of 10 seconds),
while another irregular wave was conducted for the operational
limit condition (SP2, JONSWAP spectrum, Hs = 500 m, Tp = 1200 s,
and  = 303). The irregular waves were applied for three hours in
full scale. The 6DOF motions and the accelerations at the nacelle
were measured at the center of gravity and at the nacelle position
located 80 meters above the deck of floaters, respectively.
Figure 5 shows a schematic view of the 4-point taut spring
mooring arrangement connected at the center of gravity in the 1/30
scale model. Figure 6 shows the model test scene of the floating
wind turbine platforms in waves. The model tests of the platform
models were conducted by neglecting the coupling effect involving
the aerodynamic effect of the wind blade operation.

Fig. 5 Schematic view of FOWT model

Fig. 4 Comparison of motion and acceleration responses in irregular
waves

Fig. 6 Photos of FOWT model tests in waves
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Fig. 7 Damping plate effects on motion responses of WindFloat

DAMPING RATIO
The rotational motions, such as pitch and roll motions in waves,
have an important effect on the wind turbine performance, so their
resonance motion should be suppressed as much as possible. The
WindFloat has demonstrated the motion reduction performance
of the large damping plate attached to the bottom of the column
structure. As shown in Fig. 7, when the damping plate was applied
to the bottom of the WindFloat, the damping plate shifted the heave
and pitch resonance frequencies 0.4 rad/s and 0.3 rad/s, respectively,
and the motion levels were dramatically reduced. (This mechanism
is very similar to that of the truss spar.) The motion responses of
the WindFloat, both with and without the damping plate, were also
compared with the motion responses of the OC3-Hywind, as shown
in Fig. 7. In a previous study, Hong et al. (2011) had compared the
global performance of the WindFloat with the global performance
of the OC3-Hywind in a series of model tests of FOWTs, which
had been conducted at the ocean engineering basin through the
SHI-KRISO cooperative research program.
In the present study, four damping plate models were compared to
find the type-III structure with the most effective motion reduction
performance. Figure 8 shows the four bottom structures. The
bottom-A structure is the basic form of the type-III structure
selected by a previous parametric study. The other models, bottomB, bottom-C, and bottom-D structures, have a two-layer bottom
structure designed to increase the pressure drop and viscous drag
for both heave and pitch. The bottom-C and bottom-D structures
also have a concave structure. A pair of guide vane modules was
added to the bottom-D structure to magnify the pressure drop by
accelerating the gap flow. The gap between the two layers of the
bottom-B, bottom-C, and bottom-D structures was set to 1.0 meter.
A series of heave and pitch free decay tests was conducted
on the four damping structures of the type-III structure (shown

Fig. 9 Time series of heave and pitch free decay tests

Bottom structure

bottom-A
bottom-B
bottom-C
bottom-D

Linear damping ratio
Pitch

Heave

1.11%
1.08%
1.17%
1.82%

5.17%
7.71%
8.69%
11.12%

Table 2 Heave and pitch damping ratio of FOWT with bottom
structures
in Fig. 8). The results of the tests are compared in Fig. 9. The
results of the ratio of the linear damping to the critical damping,
obtained by the logarithmic decrement, are summarized in Table 2.
Heave linear damping ratio values range from 5.2% to 11.2% of
the critical damping, and the pitch damping ratio values range from
1.08% to 1.82% of the critical damping. As expected, the bottom-D
structure shows the largest pitch damping ratio due to the guide
vane effect; however, the absolute magnitude of the pitch motion is
small, and the ratio of the damping increase is about 80%. In the
bottom-B structure, the ratio of the heave damping to the critical
damping is 7.7%, almost four times greater than 2%, which is the
ratio of the heave damping to the critical damping of the type-0
structure, the OC3-Hywind. It should be noted that the damping
effect on the floating wind turbine platform is valid only at the
vicinity of the resonance frequency.

MOTION AND ACCELERATION RESPONSES

Fig. 8 Substructures of FOWT for estimation of damping ratio

The numerical and experimental motion and acceleration
responses of the four types of FOWTs (type-0, type-I, type-II,
and type-III) are compared in Figs. 10–13. Only the bottom-A
and bottom-B structures were considered in the type-III structure.
The bottom-C and bottom-D structures in the type-III structure
were excluded in the motion tests because they have slightly larger
displacements, due to relatively larger damping plates, than the
bottom-A and bottom-B structures. Figures 10–13 show the motion
RAOs and acceleration at the nacelle RAOs of the four types of
FOWTs and compare the results of the experimental tests and
numerical calculations. In these figures, the solid line denotes
the numerical calculation results, including the linear mooring
stiffness and viscous damping values obtained from the decay tests.
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Fig. 10 Heave motion RAOs

Fig. 12 Longitudinal acceleration at nacelle RAOs (Acc-X)

The dotted line and the various symbols denote the experimental
results from the white noise spectrum and specific regular waves,
respectively.
As shown in Fig. 10, the calculations and the experiments for
the heave RAOs show generally good agreement over a wide
range of frequencies and natural frequencies. The type-III structure
apparently shows better heave responses at the resonance frequency
due to the large damping plate. The slightly higher responses at
the wave spectrum frequencies are due to the noticeably truncated
draft, which differs from the draft of the type-0 structure, but the
absolute magnitude is small.
Figure 11 presents the pitch motion responses. For all of the
floating wind turbine platforms, the pitch motion shows the peak
value of 0.2 rad/s corresponding to the pitch natural frequency. In
the case of the type-III structure, the frequency of the other peak
value is around 0.1 rad/s, because of the coupling effect of the surge
and pitch motion according to the soft spring mooring system in
the model test. The type-III structure shows this tendency because
of the damping plate; in this aspect, it is similar to the type-0
structure. The values of the model tests were slightly higher than
the calculations due to the unwanted vibration of the tower structure
of the model. A similar trend can be found in the accelerations due
to the same reason.

Figure 12 shows the longitudinal acceleration results at the
nacelle responses. The peak values show the pitch and surge-pitch
coupling resonance at 0.2 rad/s and 0.1 rad/s, respectively. The
acceleration responses of the type-III structure show slightly higher
values than those of the type-0 structure outside of 0.5 rad/s. The
test results from 0.6 rad/s to 1.2 rad/s show slightly higher values
than the calculation results due to the elastic behavior of the wind
turbine tower. The longitudinal acceleration responses show a
tendency similar to the pitch motion.
Figure 13 presents the vertical acceleration results at the nacelle
responses. The type-III structure shows noticeably higher values
than the type-0 structure and shows a tendency very similar to the
heave motion. But the magnitude is much less than the longitudinal
acceleration (1/20 of the longitudinal acceleration), so the difference
in the vertical acceleration may not be a decisive factor in comparing
the performance of FOWTs. Generally, very good correlations
between the experimental results and calculation results of the
motion and acceleration RAOs were obtained. This means that the
calculation results were successfully validated by a series of model
tests.
Figure 14 compares the spectral density of the heave and pitch
motions in irregular waves corresponding to the operational limit
sea state (SP2). The heave spectra of the type-III structure with

Fig. 11 Pitch motion RAOs

Fig. 13 Vertical acceleration at nacelle RAOs (Acc-Z)
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Fig. 15 RMS values of heave motion in irregular waves

Fig. 16 RMS values of pitch motion in irregular waves

Fig. 14 Spectral density of heave and pitch motions in irregular
waves (SP2)
bottom-A and bottom-B structures show better performance than
the heave spectra of the type-I structure, while the heave spectra
of the type-0 structure show even better performance than the
heave spectra of the type-III structure; however, the performance of
the type-III structure seems acceptable since the absolute level is
negligible compared with the wave spectrum. The pitch spectra of
the type-III structure show almost the same performance as the
pitch spectra of the type-0 structure, as expected from the regular
wave response, but the resonance peaks near the wave frequency
of 0.2 rad/s are slightly larger for the type-III structure due to
its small draft. The motion spectra of the type-III structure with
the bottom-B structure, at the resonance frequency of around 0.2
rad/s, show a slightly smaller value than the motion spectra of
the bottom-A structure, due to the difference in the damping ratio
values shown in Table 2.
Figures 15 and 16 compare the root mean square (RMS) values
of the heave and pitch motions in operational (SP1) and operational
limit (SP2) irregular waves, respectively. The heave response of the
type-III structure shows values that are about 60% higher than those
of the type-0 structure in the operational limit sea state, due to the
shorter draft of the type-III structure, which is less than half of the
OC3-Hywind’s draft; however, it should be noted that the absolute
level of heave in an irregular sea state is very low—less than

0.3 meters (the rms value) in conditions up to sea state 6, which is
the limit of the operational condition. On the other hand, the pitch
responses of the type-III structure are almost comparable to those
of the type-0 structure. These results demonstrate a noticeable
improvement in performance when compared with the results of
the type-I structure, which was the initial design concept.
Figures 17 and 18 compare the results of the acceleration
responses at the nacelle in irregular waves. The longitudinal and
vertical acceleration responses present tendencies similar to the
heave and pitch motions, respectively. In the case of the type-III
structure, the effect of the bottom structural change is negligible
in spite of the heave and pitch damping differences, because the
resonance response is not significant in the present irregular wave

Fig. 17 RMS values of longitudinal acceleration at nacelle (Acc-X)
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CONCLUSIONS
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and acceleration responses, as well as a shallow draft that is less
than half of the OC3-Hywind’s draft. The pitch and longitudinal
acceleration responses of the offshore wind turbine platform showed
a generally satisfactory operational performance comparable with
the operational performance of the OC3-Hywind.
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study of FOWTs, a series of model tests was performed at the
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For the safe and effective design of FOWTs, a comprehensive
evaluation of an integrated solution considering the aero-hydroservo-elastic effect of FOWTs will be investigated in the future.
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